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for Multimodal Functions
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Abstract—A comprehensive learning particle swarm
optimizer (CLPSO) embedded with local search (LS) is
proposed to pursue higher optimization performance by taking
the advantages of CLPSO’s strong global search capability and
LS’s fast convergence ability. This paper proposes an adaptive
LS starting strategy by utilizing our proposed quasi-entropy
index to address its key issue, i.e., when to start LS. The changes
of the index as the optimization proceeds are analyzed in theory
and via numerical tests. The proposed algorithm is tested on
multimodal benchmark functions. Parameter sensitivity analysis
is performed to demonstrate its robustness. The comparison
results reveal overall higher convergence rate and accuracy than
those of CLPSO, state-of-the-art particle swarm optimization
variants.

Index Terms—Adaptive strategy, evolutionary algorithm,
local search (LS), multimodal function, particle swarm
optimization (PSO).

I. INTRODUCTION

IN REAL world, most of practical engineering problems
are multimodal functions [1]–[3] whose optimization is still

one of the most challenging tasks due to many local optima.
Several evolutionary algorithms, such as particle swarm
optimization (PSO) [4], ant colony optimization [5], differ-
ential evolution (DE) algorithm [6], cooperative co-evolution
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algorithm [7], and estimation of distribution algorithm [8],
have been proposed to solve the multimodal optimization
problems. Among these algorithms, PSO which imitates the
foraging behavior of bird flocks [4] is one of the most out-
standing population-based evolutionary algorithms. It becomes
popular not only because it is easy to implement, but also
due to its strong optimization ability. Its efficiency in solv-
ing benchmark functions and complex optimization problems
attracts numerous attentions [9]–[17].

For the optimization of multimodal functions where many
local optima exist, the optimization algorithm should try to
avoid trapping into local optima, which is a difficult issue
for many heuristic algorithms [18]. As a typical metaheuristic
algorithm, the standard PSO algorithm indeed has the draw-
back of premature convergence and easily trapping into local
optima. Many improved PSO variants focus on solving the
problem of trapping into local minima when used for mini-
mizing multimodal functions, which aim to improve the global
search ability of PSO. Much progress has been made. Some
studies aim to avoid premature convergence by maintaining or
increasing population diversity. There are many such means,
e.g., dynamic clustering [19], [20], supervised learning [21],
historical memory [22], and adopting different learning strate-
gies [23], [24]. Researches have been done to improve the
global search ability by combining PSO with other intelligent
algorithms [25].

Regarding the optimization of multimodal functions, the
convergence rate within a local unimodal area is impor-
tant to ensure the optimization efficiency. In recent years,
it has aroused people’s attention. However, for most of the
multimodal optimization algorithms, the local search capabil-
ities require much improvement. If the required accuracy is
high, they fail to find the desired optima even after converging
near them. Many existing studies tried to balance the global
and local search abilities, but it is difficult to ensure that both
are high [26]. Most researches focus on the improvement of
the former. However, less progress has been made to improve
the latter. The traditional LS methods, such as quasi-Newton
methods have fast local convergence rate [27], and they can
be used to address a slow local convergence issue.

This paper integrates an LS method with an existing PSO
algorithm with strong global search ability, named compre-
hensive learning PSO (CLPSO). As an excellent PSO variant,
CLPSO adopts a comprehensive learning strategy and offers
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very strong global search ability [28]. All particles’ pervi-
ous best (referred to as pbest) information, not just its own
best, is used to guide the search of a particle. Another
difference between it and standard PSO is that a particle
learns from different particles’ pbest for different dimensions.
Further research on it has been carried and its superiority
over standard PSO and several other algorithms is demon-
strated in [29] and [30]. Traditional LS operators are utilized
to improve its local search efficiency in this paper.

In terms of the combination of LS and metaheuristic algo-
rithms, several studies have been performed with the help of
a genetic algorithm [31] and DE [32]. The results show that
LS plays a positive role in accelerating their local conver-
gence. This combination of population-based global search and
individual-based local search, called a memetic algorithm [33],
can be regarded as an example mechanism. The memetic algo-
rithm offers a pattern to enhance both global and local search
abilities. In recent years, its theory and application research are
increasing. It can be recognized that combining swarm intel-
ligent algorithms and LS has become an important research
direction.

Some attempts have been carried out to apply LS in PSO
to accelerate the local convergence of PSO variants [34], [35].
When to switch from global search to LS is a key issue. However,
it is empirical in existing researches. They lack any theoretical
analysis and support. For example, LS is conducted at each
arbitrary given number of PSO iterations [34] or performed
for all particles after each PSO iteration [35]. In most existing
approaches, the switch point is predefined and fixed for all func-
tions, which cannot take full advantage of the PSO dynamic
information in the search process and cannot capture the dif-
ference among different functions. Therefore, a more effective
adaptive LS starting strategy depending on the PSO dynamic
behavior is needed for combining PSO and LS. Nevertheless,
research on such adaptive strategy is rarely reported.

In this paper, CLPSO with an adaptive LS starting strategy
named CLPSO-LS is proposed to improve the performance
of CLPSO. The particle diversity is employed to describe the
dynamic behavior of PSO using a quasi-entropy index, which
can be used to identify whether global optimum basin (GOB)
has been found. It helps to effectively tackle the key issue
about when to initiate LS.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related
fundamental knowledge is given in Section II. Section III
describes the proposed algorithm and adaptive LS starting
strategy. In Section IV, the performance of the adaptive LS
starting strategy is tested and analyzed. In Section V, numeri-
cal experiments are performed to test the proposed algorithm.
Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. FUNDAMENTAL KNOWLEDGE

A. Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm

PSO is a swarm intelligence algorithm, which is inspired
by the foraging behavior of birds. A swarm with defined pop-
ulation size is stochastically initialized in the search space.
Each particle is a candidate solution to the problem and
is represented by a velocity v and a location x in the
search space [4]. Particles have memory and share information

with each other. Their velocities and locations are iteratively
updated as follows:

vt+1
id = vt

id + c1 · r1 · (pbesttid − xt
id

)+ c2 · r2 · (gbesttd − xt
id

)

(1)

xt+1
id = xt

id + vt+1
id (2)

where i means the ith particle and t is the current number of
iterations. d represents the problem dimension. r1 and r2 are
random numbers that are uniformly distributed in the range
of [0,1]. c1 and c2 are learning factors. gbest denotes the best
position in the whole swarm.

The standard PSO algorithm converges fast but is easy to
trap into a local optimum. This is because of premature con-
vergence caused by the loss of the population diversity. PSO
with inertia weight (ωPSO) is proposed to balance the global
and LS abilities, where a parameter named inertia weigh is
added to the first part of PSO. Its velocity is updated using
the following equations [4]:

vt+1
id = ωi · vt

id + c1 · r1 · (pbesttid − xt
id

)

+ c2 · r2 · (gbesttd − xt
id

)
(3)

ωi = ωini − (ωini − ωend) · t/MIter. (4)

A linear decreased inertia weight (denoted by ωi) is widely
used to better balance the local and search ability, as shown
in (4). ωini is the inertia weight of the first loop, ωend is the
inertia weight of the last loop, and MIter represents the total
number of iterations. It has stronger global ability with larger
value of ωi at the early stage by exploring more space. As the
algorithm goes to the end of the iteration, it focuses on local
exploitation around gbest and pbest.

CLPSO [28] is proposed to deal with the premature
convergence and has led to a very successful improve-
ment over PSO. It has been widely used in many
benchmark problems [28], [36] and engineering applica-
tions [37], [38]. Moreover, CLPSO is a good cornerstone
for further improvement and pursuit of better performance,
such as DNLPSO [29] and HCLPSO [30]. Hence, CLPSO
is utilized in this paper. Its velocity update formula is
as follows [28]:

vt+1
id = ωi · vt

id + c · rid ·
(

pbesttfi(d)d − xt
id

)
(5)

where fi(d) defines which particle’s pbest that particle i should
follow. It should be noted that different dimensions of a par-
ticle can select different learning objects. Each individual
learns from a different particle’s pbest other than its own best
only. This learning strategy effectively maintains the popula-
tion diversity, such that the global search ability of CLPSO is
excellent. However, its local search is not fast enough at the
later iteration when it focuses on exploitation. When a particle
“flies” outside the boundary of the search space, it is randomly
relocated in the search space.

B. Local Search (LS)

The Nelder–Mead method and quasi-Newton method
are traditional LS methods [27]. Broyden–Fletch–
Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) is a widely used quasi-Newton
method. The Nelder–Mead method is a commonly used
nonlinear optimization technique, which is a well-defined
numerical method for optimizing an objective function
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in a multidimensional space. It is applied to nonlinear
derivative-free optimization problems.

The quasi-Newton method is the most efficient algorithm
to perform unconstrained optimization. Its basic idea is to
approximate the inverse matrix of the Hessian matrix in the
Newton method with a matrix that does not contain second-
order derivative, which overcomes the shortcoming of the
Newton method that requires the calculation of second-order
partial derivative and the Hessian matrix of the objective func-
tion may be nonpositive. BFGS employs the following method
to construct approximate matrices [27]:

Hk+1 = Hk + qkqT
k

qT
k sk

− HksksT
k HT

k

sT
k Hksk

(6)

where, sk = xk+1 − xk, qk = ∇f (xk+1) − ∇f (xk).
What needs to be explained is that BFGS employs a finite

difference method to approximate the first-order derivative of
their objective function, which allows it to be generalized
to nondifferentiable functions. Yet its convergence rate may
be reduced when dealing with discontinuous and nondifferen-
tiable functions. The convergence speed of the Nelder–Mead
method can be faster than it for such functions since it does
not require derivative information of its objective function.

C. Convergence Rate Analysis

CLPSO has a strong global exploration capability [28].
Now we analyze its local convergence rate at its later stage.
According to the analysis of PSO convergence rate as indicated
in [39], it is generally simplified as a 1-D (abbreviate as D)
problem with a single particle. The update formula of CLPSO
can be simplified and written in the form of a matrix as
[

1 0
−1 1

]
·
[

vt+1

xt+1

]
=
[
ω −c · r
0 1

]
·
[

vt

xt

]
+
[

c · r · pbest
0

]
.

(7)

For the local exploitation at its later stage, when CLPSO
converges, there is a fixed point (v∗, x∗) that satisfies
[

1 0
−1 1

]
·
[

v∗
x∗
]

=
[

ω −c · r
0 1

]
·
[

v∗
x∗
]

+
[

c · r · pbest
0

]
.

(8)

Define X = [v, x]Tand �Xt = Xt − X∗. According to (7)
and (8), we have

�Xt+1 = K · �Xt (9)

where K =
[

w −c · r
w 1 − c · r

]
.

Then, according to the definition of matrix compatibility
norm, we can derive

∥∥�Xt+1
∥∥

1

‖�Xt‖1
≤ ‖K‖1 (10)

where ‖K‖1 = max(2 · w, 1 − 2 · c · r). Without loss of gen-
erality, 1-norm is used here. It shows that the norm ratio
of particle location deviation ‖�X‖ between two iterations
is a nonzero constant, which indicates that CLPSO has only
linear convergence rate, which agrees with analysis results of
other PSO algorithms [39].

For comparison, we analyze the local convergence rate
of LS methods theoretically. BFGS is used as an example.
According to [40], its convergence rate can be expressed as

lim
t→∞

∥∥xt+1 − x∗∥∥
‖xt − x∗‖ ≤ lim

t→∞
(
γ (1 + r)

∥∥Ht − F′(x∗)∥∥) = 0 (11)

where γ ≥ ‖F′(x∗)−1‖, which represents the upper bound of
the norm of matrix F′(x∗)−1.

It shows that the norm ratio of particle location errors
between two iterations is zero, which indicates that BFGS has
a super-linear convergence rate.

To sum up, LS methods represented by BFGS have a higher
local convergence performance than CLPSO. Their use is
expected to accelerate the local phase of CLPSO. Therefore,
we intend to combine LS methods with CLPSO to find the
desired optima with fewer iterative steps in the exploita-
tion phase.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

A. CLPSO-LS

As described in Section II, CLPSO has strong global
search ability due to its specially designed learning strategy,
but ineffective local convergence rate due to its stochastic
nature, while LS has faster local convergence speed than
CLPSO. Therefore, the main idea of our proposed algorithm is
to use CLPSO for global search, and the prior mentioned LS
methods for local search when there are particles in GOB. The
algorithm is named as CLPSO with adaptive LS starting
strategy (called CLPSO-LS) with the following steps.

Step 1: Generate an initial population, specifically, initialize
the position and velocity of each particle.

Step 2: Carry out the CLPSO iteration loop.
Step 2.1: Evaluate all individuals in the population.
Step 2.2: Update velocity and position for individual

via (5) and (2).
Step 2.3: Update the previous best solution of individual

(pbest) and global one (gbest) visited so far. Update fitness of
pbest (denoted as U) and fitness of gbest (denoted as G).

Step 2.4: Judge our proposed adaptive LS starting criterion,
i.e., whether GOB has been searched. If so, go to step 3.
Otherwise, go to step 2.

Step 3: Carry out the LS, where BFGS quasi-Newton is
taken as an example with the gbest as an input seed.

Step 4: Judge whether better solutions obtained by LS. If
so, go to step 5. Otherwise, go to step 6.

Step 5: Update gbest and U.
Step 6: Output gbest and G.
CLPSO iteration is performed before the LS. The basic

idea of CLPSO-LS is to improve the local convergence speed
of CLPSO by using proper LS methods.

How to determine whether particles have entered GOB
is thus a key issue. In other words, when to start LS is
a vital problem to be answered. In the rest of this section,
the necessity of starting LS adaptively is discussed first. Next,
a key index named quasi-entropy for starting LS adaptively
is introduced. Then, the behavior feature of quasi-entropy is
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Fig. 1. Performance improved by CLBFGS for F1, F3, and F5 at differ-
ent MFE.

analyzed theoretically. Finally, the adaptive starting criterion
of LS is proposed.

B. Necessity of Starting LS Adaptively

On one hand, if LS were carried out before sufficient global
search, the proposed algorithm would converge to a local opti-
mum. This is not consistent with the final objective to find the
global optimal solution. Clearly, prematurely starting LS can-
not take any advantages of the proposed algorithm. On the
contrary, it may fall into local minima instead, resulting in
poor results. On the other hand, if LS starts when CLPSO
has already done much random LS, it may waste too much
computing resources. The advantage of CLPSO-LS cannot be
revealed either.

The performance of CLBFGS, named for CLPSO with BFGS
quasi-Newton method as its LS, is analyzed with starting LS at
different CLPSO iterations by testing 10-D Ackley’s function
(F1), Rastrigin’s function (F3), and Schwefel’s function (F5),
respectively. The maximum number of function evaluations
(referred to as MFE) and a fixed number of function evaluations
for LS (referred to as LFE) are given. Define St as MFE − LFE.
When CLPSO has performed St function evaluations, LS is
launched. Each experiment runs for 25 times independently.
For comparison, experiments for CLPSO under the same MFE
are carried out. The error values (denoted as e) of CLBFGS
and CLPSO are recorded. They are denoted as e(CLBFGS) and
e(CLPSO), respectively. e is calculated by

e = f (x) − f ∗ (12)

where f* repents the global optimum’s fitness value. The odds
ratio (denoted as τ ) is calculated as follows:

τ = log10

(
e(CLPSO)

e(CLBFGS)

)
. (13)

The logarithmic operation helps to intuitively learn the dif-
ference. Fig. 1 shows the degree that the performance is
enhanced by CLBFGS. Take the scatter of F1 when MFE equals
20 000 as an example. It means that the odds ratio of the error

value from CLBFGS to that from CLPSO is about 5. As can
be seen from Fig. 1, the improvement curves show significant
peaks, where the multiple ascends first and then descends with
the increase of the MFE before starting LS. Moreover, the error
bars at the peak window are smaller than that in other regions,
indicating the performance during the peak window is more
robust than those at other time. Therefore, the peak window,
where performance improved most is the best time to start LS,
and it can maximize the advantages of the proposed algorithm.

It can be seen from the graph, the position of the maxi-
mum odds ratio is different for F1, F3, and F5, and the width
of the window is also not the same. Here, high performance
odds ratio interval of F5 could be achieved when LS is used
at about 15 000 MFE, while the best start point of LS for F3 is
about 25 000 MFE. These results indicate that the best time to
start LS is different for different functions. Furthermore, even
for the same function, because of the randomness nature in
PSO, such as the random initialization, random learn factors,
and random learn objects, the best time to start LS is different
at each independent run. In short, it cannot set a predefined
fixed reasonable value for every experiment. This requires an
adaptive LS starting strategy based on the dynamic behav-
ior of PSO, such that different functions can start LS at an
appropriate time.

C. Quasi-Entropy

Which particles are selected to do LS should be considered
in integrating LS into CLPSO. First, even if all particles are
selected to do LS when the particles are not in GOB, only local
optimum are obtained rather than the global one. It is clearly
inadvisable. Second, if many or even all particles do LS, since
these particles may be in the same single peak region, they
converge to the same value, resulting in a waste of comput-
ing resources. This is clearly inadvisable too. Therefore, our
proposed strategy is to perform LS with gbest as a seed to
maximize efficiency.

How to determine the appropriate time to start LS is a key
issue. We cannot judge whether a particle has reached GOB
by using the information of a single particle itself. However,
based on the pbest values, if more than one top-ranking par-
ticle gather together instead of scattered distribution, it is
believed that these particles have entered GOB and they are
approaching to the global optimal solution. It heralds the end
of CLPSO’s global search phase. This is the best time to start
an LS method. How to determine the degree of aggregation of
these particles becomes the key. Studies [41], [42] have shown
that population diversity can determine the aggregation degree.

In PSO, commonly used physical quantities are particle
position, pbest and particle velocity [38]. They can con-
struct different diversity indices. Take the particle position for
example, commonly used indicators are variance, Euclidean
distance, dimensional variance, and Shannon entropy. Shannon
entropy is a frequently used population diversity index in evo-
lutionary algorithms. Take the particles’ fitness for example,
the entropy of the tth generation [42] is as follows:

E = −
m∑

i=1

pi log(pi) (14)
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where m is the total number of types of fitness, and pi rep-
resents the ratio of the number of particles contained in each
type to the total number. When the fitness of all particles is
the same, the entropy equals to zero. The larger difference
that particle’s fitness has, the larger value entropy is, which
means more even distribution of particles. After the foregoing
analysis and research, better particles’ fitnesses of pbest are
selected as a diversity index. The reasons are as follows.

1) The reason for using fitness rather than position as diver-
sity is that even if particles’ positions are close to each
other, they might be in different peaks for multimodal
problems. Their fitness value can vary widely and so the
fitness is more appropriate to be adopted as a diversity
criterion.

2) From the velocity update formula, current information of
a particle is random, or the index is affected by noise.
However, pbest records individual previous best loca-
tion and tends to be better. Thus, this information is of
strong reliability. In this case, pbest is more effective
for portraying the population diversity than the current
positions of particles.

3) Since only those good-performance particles but not all
particles are needed to care about, only a part of U’s
are used to calculate the population diversity to exclude
the interference of poor-performance particles to the
metrics. The percentage of particles to be selected for
calculating the entropy is denoted as β.

According to its original definition, population entropy’s
evaluation needs the maximum fitness of pbest (referred to
Umax) and the minimum value (referred to Umin). Then
[Umin, Umax] is divided into m equal intervals. m is usually
taken as the population size N. One common way is setting
the maximum fitness of pbest in initial population as Umax
and Umin to be zero. The interval size is directly related to
the number of particles, but the number of particles is very
small in some real problems. Therefore, the interval size is
selected to be very large. In later iterations, all particles are
treated in the same interval once particles start to gather. Then
the entropy value is calculated as zero. However, if particles
have not yet entered GOB, the original definition of the pop-
ulation entropy no longer has the ability to portray the change
of diversity. Therefore, there are some hidden defects in the
original definition of population entropy.

In this paper, a quasi-entropy (denoted as QE) index is
proposed to overcome the above limitations in the entropy
index, which is used to characterize diversity

Qt
E = −

N∑

i=1

Pt
i log Pt

i (15)

where

Pt
i = Ut

i∑N
i=1 Ut

i

. (16)

Its implication is that if the particles selected to calculate
the QE are regarded as a set S, Pt

i represents the proportion of
each particle’s U to the sum of all particles’ U in set S. The
advantage of using QE is avoiding any parameters settings.

D. Theoretical Analysis of Quasi-Entropy

It is important to analyze the mathematical properties of
quasi-entropy theoretically. Some assumptions are as follows.

1) The total number of particles used to compute it is N.
The ratio of particles that have entered GOB is λ.
Without loss of generality, assume that λN is an integer.

2) The following relationship is satisfied for the λN parti-
cles that have entered GOB.
f (pbest1) = f (pbest2) = · · · = f (pbestλN) = O(ε),
where ε is a small number that approaches 0. f (pbesti)
represents the fitness of the ith particle’s pbest.

3) For the other (1 − λ)N particles that do not enter GOB,
the following relationship is satisfied:

f
(
pbestλN+1

) = f
(
pbestλN+2

) = · · · = f
(
pbestN

)

= O(1).

Then, it is easy to get the relationship

O(1) � O(ε).

Based on the above assumptions, QE can be expressed as
the sum of two parts, denoted as QE1 and QE2, respectively

QE = −
N∑

i=1

Pi log Pi =
(

−
λN∑

i=1

Pi log Pi

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
QE1

+
⎛

⎝−
N∑

i=λN+1

Pi log Pi

⎞

⎠

︸ ︷︷ ︸
QE2

.

For the part of particles that have entered GOB

Pi = Ui
∑λN

i=1 Ui
= O(ε)
∑λN

i=1 Ui
→ 0.

Hence, QE1 = −∑λN
i=1(limPi→0 Pi log Pi) = 0.

For the portion of particles that have not yet entered GOB

Pi = O(1)
∑N

i=λN+1 O(1)
= 1

(1 − λ)N
.

Hence, QE2 = −∑N
i=λN+1 Pi log Pi = − log(1/[(1 −λ)N]).

Thus,

QE = QE1 + QE2 = − log

(
1

(1 − λ)N

)
. (17)

We obtain the partial derivative of quasi-entropy with
respect to λ

∂(QE)

∂λ
= − 1

(1 − λ)
< 0 (18)

∂2(QE)

∂λ2
= − 1

(1 − λ)2
< 0. (19)

We analyze its behavior theoretically based on (17). When
no particle entering GOB, λ equals 0. Thus, QE equals a con-
stant −log(1/N), which indicates that QE fluctuates slightly
over a small range around this constant. When 0 < λ < 1, the
partial derivative of QE with respect to λ is always negative,
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as shown in (18) and when λ = 0, [∂(QE)/∂λ]λ=0 = −1. It
indicates that QE begins to decrease when there are particles
entering GOB. Furthermore, according to (19), ∂2(QE)/∂λ2

is always negative, thus indicating that the more particles
entering GOB, the faster QE declines.

It should be noted that the above conclusion is also valid for
the situation that CLPSO could not find the global optimum
due to the extreme complexity of some optimization problems.
The theoretical tool can be extended to analyze the quasi-
entropy performance during the global search phase of finding
the “best basin.” Here, the term best basin means the best
region that PSO can find rather than the basin of the global
optimum. In this situation, the assumptions are modified as
follows.

O(ε) is the function fitness in the “best” local optimum
basin, which is much smaller than that of particles do not
enter the best local optimum basin O(M)

O(M) � O(ε). (20)

It is well known that the function y = Pi log Pi is a mono-
tonically increasing function with respect to Pi. Therefore, we
obtain the relationship QE2 � QE1. Thus, the same conclu-
sions in (17)–(19) are also correct for the “best” local optimum
basin case.

E. Adaptive LS Starting Strategy

According to the above analysis, it can be concluded that in
the early stage of CLPSO, i.e., its global search stage, no par-
ticle enters GOB and QE basically keeps a constant. However,
in its later stage, as more and more particles enter GOB, QE

experiences a sharp declining process, which indicates that
CLPSO has started its local convergence phase. This provides
a possibility of judging the switch from a global search phase
to a local search phase. The ideal state is that LS starts after
gbest enters GOB and hopefully the start can be as soon as
possible to accelerate local search.

We propose the following strategy to start LS adaptively in
our research. When QE of iteration t decreases to a certain
percentage of that at initial population, LS is triggered. The
judgment criterion is as follows:

Qt
E ≤ θ · Q0

E (21)

where θ is the reduction ratio of QE. Thus, the adaptive starting
strategy of LS and CLPSO is when QE of iteration t satis-
fies (21). The performance of this strategy is to be tested and
analyzed to verify its rationality.

IV. PERFORMANCE TEST OF ADAPTIVE LS
STARTING STRATEGY

A. Performance of Quasi-Entropy in Two-Dimensional
Problems

The performance of quasi-entropy is analyzed by taking the
two-D Schwefel function (F5) as an example. To visualize the
distribution of particles, CLPSO is applied to it, and the pop-
ulation size is set to be 15. QE at different iterations and its
corresponding particle positions are shown in Fig. 2, demon-
strating three stages that no particles enter GOB, some enter
it and most of them enter it.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. Curve of quasi-entropy and particle distribution at some iterations.
(a) Change of QE with iteration count. (b) Distribution of particles at the
20th iteration. (c) Distribution of particles at the 30th iteration. (d) Distribution
of particles at the 35th iteration.

After 20 iterations, QE is still high. This can be reflected
from Fig. 2(b), where scattered particles mean strong diver-
sity and particles have not entered GOB. It can be seen from
the curve in Fig. 2(a) that QE begins to sharply decline from
the 30th iteration and decreases to a very small value at the
40th iteration. This is consistent with the theoretical analy-
sis. Eight particles gather at the top right corner that is the
same area of the global optimal solution, where majority of
particles have started the local convergence stage. Since only
partial particles are considered to calculate the quasi-entropy
and the population size is 15, it means that all the 1/3 top
ranking particles have gathered to the same single peak area.
Therefore, if LS is triggered between the time window of the
30th and 40th iterations, the global optimum can be found
very fast. The earlier LS starts in this window, the faster the
proposed algorithm converges to the global optimum. If LS
starts after the 40th iteration, CLPSO has made much random
LS itself, which wastes computing resources. However, if an
LS method is used right at the 30th iteration, this could be
realized with much fewer iterations.

To sum up, it can be seen from the curve of QE that it is rel-
atively stable first and begins to rapidly decline at some point,
which is consistent with the theoretical analysis. Many other
multimodal functions are tested. Their results are not shown
due to limited space. They all show that this phenomenon
widely exists. It can be concluded from the theoretical and
experimental analysis, the proposed adaptive judgement cri-
terion based on quasi-entropy can effectively judge whether
particles have entered GOB. Thus, QE can be effectively used
to find a proper time to start LS.

B. Adaptive LS Starting Strategy for High-Dimensional
Problems

A quantitative index, ratio of particles in GOB (referred to
as ρGOB), is proposed to further verify the rationality of the
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Fig. 3. Quasi-entropy, ρGOB and error value of the 10-D F5.

adaptive LS starting strategy for high dimensional multimodal
functions. Taking the 10-D multimodal function Schwefel
(F5) as an example, define its search range as [ − 500, 500]10.
Its location of the global optimum (denoted as x*) is known,
which is at x∗ = [420.96, 420.96, . . . , 420.96]. By deriva-
tive analysis, the continuous region in the vicinity of x* is
GOB. According to calculation, the interval of GOB of F5 is
[302.96, 558.96]10. Then ρGOB is the ratio of the number of
particles entering GOB to the population size of the swarm.

For comparison, CLPSO and CLPSO-LS based on adaptive
BFGS quasi-Newton (referred to as CLBFGS) are tested on the
10-D F5. The population size is 20 and MFE is 40 000. In order
to clearly capture when to start LS, the data used for Fig. 3 is
from a single run. The relationship of quasi-entropy, ρGOB and
error value is show in Fig. 3. Some vital information can be
concluded from it.

1) The same variation rule of quasi-entropy as that of the
two-D problem is observed. QE is stable first and begins
to decrease rapidly at a point, which is consistent with
the conclusion of our theoretical analysis. The vertical
dotted line indicates the point, where LS starts, which is
determined by the adaptive judgment criterion of (20).

2) CLPSO is divided into the early global exploration stage
and the later local exploitation stage, and entering GOB
is the segmentation point of these two stages. First, when
it is in the global search stage, ρGOB equals zero. Then
ρGOB increases as particles enter GOB. When ρGOB
increases to a certain value, error value begins to decline,
and then drops rapidly. This shows that it has entered
the local fast convergence stage.

3) If not using LS, even if ρGOB is already high, the fit-
ness is still very large. It means that CLPSO has lower
computational efficiency than CLBFGS.

4) ρGOB has risen to a certain value when QE decreases
rapidly. It shows that a certain number of particles have

entered GOB. It is not appropriate to start the LS directly
when only a very small number of particles enter GOB,
because at such time the number of particles entering it
is too small and the information in the basin is too lim-
ited to determine whether this basin is a true GOB. Thus,
it can be seen that LS is activated only after a certain
number of particles enter GOB.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND

PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS

A. Multimodal Benchmark Functions

Sixteen widely used multimodal benchmark functions are
utilized to examine the performance of CLPSO-LS, which
are selected from [28], [43], and [44]. See their formulas in
the supplementary material. Detailed properties of each func-
tion, including the global optimum (x*), search range, the
global optimum’s fitness value (f*), and initialization range
are presented in Table A in the supplementary material. The
maximum numbers of function evaluations (MFE) for 10-D
and 30-D problems of each function are listed in Table B in
the supplementary material. The population sizes for 10-D and
30-D problems are 40 and 80, respectively.

To further evaluate the performance of CLPSO-LS, the
CEC2013 benchmark functions for the special session of
multimodal function optimization [45] are also tested. There
are 20 multimodal functions with different characteristics in
CEC2013 benchmarks, and the detailed description of these
functions can be found in [45]. The population size and MFE of
each function in CEC2013 benchmark are presented in Table C
in the supplementary material.

All experiments run 50 times independently. Termination
condition is that the global optimum is found or MFE is
reached. Experiments are run in MATLAB on a PC with the
64-bit win10 professional operating system, 8 GB RAM and
2.40 GHz processor. Two different LS methods are employed
in the proposed algorithm. Our proposed algorithm is collec-
tively called CLPSO-LS. Specifically, CLBFGS is a CLPSO-LS
algorithm based on adaptive starting of BFGS quasi-Newton
method. Similarly, CLN-M is a CLPSO-LS algorithm based on
adaptive starting of Nelder–Mead method.

B. Experimental Results

The mean and standard deviation values of performance
on 10-D and 30-D tested multimodal functions are shown in
Table I. Two CLPSO-LS algorithms and CLPSO are tested.

The proposed algorithms converge to better solutions com-
pared with CLPSO for most of tested multimodal functions’
10-D and 30-D problems, which can be easily concluded
from Table I. First, we discuss the results of 10-D problems.
The best CLPSO-LS algorithm, i.e., CLBFGS, improves the
performance by six orders of magnitude compared to CLPSO
in F1. In F3 and F4, CLBFGS converges to the global optimum
at each run. Their performance is significantly better than that
of CLPSO. In F5, F8, F9, and F10, both CLPSO-LS algorithms
perform better than CLPSO by improving the performance for
at least eight orders of magnitude. For the composition func-
tion F13, CLBFGS increases the performance by 12 orders of
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TABLE I
MEAN FOR 10-D AND 30-D MULTIMODAL FUNCTIONS

magnitude. The best one improves the performance by about
5–6 orders of magnitude in F6, F11, and F12. They are shifted
or rotated based on the Ackley function, and thus we have
the similar results. Second, for 30-D problems, CLBFGS per-
forms the best in F1 to F15, and CLN−M performs the best
in F16. Especially in F2, F3, F5, and F8, the error value
of CLBFGS is more than 10 orders of magnitude better than
that of CLPSO. It should be noted that for F14-D30, F15-
D30, and F16-D30, local optima are obtained if their error
values are around 102 during optimization. The statistical
results show that the proposed algorithms converge to bet-
ter solutions than CLPSO, which matches with the theoretical
analysis and indicates the proposed method is also excellent
in a converging-to-local-optima case.

Furthermore, the Wilcoxon rank sum test is conducted to
analyze the results of 50 individual trials of CLPSO ver-
sus CLBFGS and CLPSO versus CLN-M for each function.
Taking CLPSO versus CLBFGS as an example, when CLBFGS
is better than CLPSO and the h value of Wilcoxon rank
sum test equals 1, it means that CLBFGS is significantly bet-
ter than CLPSO at the 5% significance level. From the h
value in Table I, CLBFGS and CLN-M are both significantly
better than that of CLPSO for all 29 tests. So, overall, our
proposed algorithm is significantly better than the original
CLPSO algorithm.

From the standard deviation in Table I, we conclude that
the values of CLPSO-LS are much smaller than those of
CLPSO. This indicates that the performance of CLPSO-LS
is more robust than that of CLPSO.

Fig. 4. Number of function evaluations on 10-D multimodal functions.

TABLE II
SUCCESS RATE OF CLPSO-LS ALGORITHMS AT DIFFERENT θ

TABLE III
SUCCESS RATE OF CLPSO-LS ALGORITHMS AT DIFFERENT β

The total computational cost of LS is the sum of compu-
tation cost of LS and all objective evaluation cost. Compared
with the objective function evaluation cost, its computation
cost is negligible. Therefore, we use the number of objective
evaluations to evaluate the computational cost of LS. It can
be intuitively seen from the histogram that CLPSO-LS algo-
rithms use fewer function evaluations than CLPSO (Fig. 4).
By considering the results in Table I, it can be concluded that
the proposed algorithm uses fewer computing resources to get
better performance than CLPSO. Similar conclusion can be
drawn for the 30-D problems.

It can be concluded that the proposed algorithms achieve
better performance by using fewer computation resources, and
this is applicable to problems of different dimensions.

Sensitivity analysis is performed to check how the intro-
duced parameters affects the performance and efficiency of
the proposed algorithm. One parameter is the reduction ratio
of QE, i.e., θ . The other one is the percentage of particles
to be selected, i.e., β. Two statistical indicators are utilized
to describe it. One is the success rate of accelerating conver-
gence, which refers to the degree that the parameters affect the
convergence. To quantitatively assess the effects of parameter
settings on the acceleration effect, the median is the second
index to evaluate sensitivity.

Assume that n functions are tested, and each experiment
runs k times independently. aij represents the ratio of error
values of CLPSO-LS to that of CLPSO when the jth indepen-
dent experiment of function i is tested. When this ratio is less
than the given threshold r, CLPSO-LS is regarded to have the
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TABLE IV
MEDIAN OF CLPSO-LS ALGORITHMS AT DIFFERENT θ

TABLE V
MEDIAN OF CLPSO-LS ALGORITHMS AT DIFFERENT β

acceleration effect on the jth run of this multimodal function.
Thus, the success rate s is calculated as

s = p

k ∗ n
(22)

where p

p =
n∑

i=1

k∑

j=1

(
aij < r

)
. (23)

It calculates the sum of the tests whose aij is less than r. To
ensure clear acceleration effect, we believe that the accuracy
should be improved at least 100 times. So, the threshold r is
assigned to be 0.01 in this paper. Four values are chosen for θ

(Table II) and four values are selected for β (Table III).
First, success rate is adopted to analyze the sensitivity of

parameter θ , as shown in Table II. Only slight difference exists
for different θ . It means that the success rate is insensitive to
parameter θ . Second, the median values (Table IV) vary from
5.92E-13 to 6.25E-13 when CLBFGS solves F8 with differ-
ent parameter θ , which is slightly different from each other.
Similar results can be observed at other multimodal functions.
CLN-M obtains the median values with slight difference at dif-
ferent θ too. To conclude, the proposed algorithm is robust
when different θ is adopted.

The success rate values at different parameter β are given
in Table III. Very slight difference is observed from the two
algorithms. This indicates that the success rate is insensitive
to parameter β. From the analysis, the larger β, the higher
success rate. This is because more particles are chosen for the
calculation of QE when β is larger. More iterations are needed

for QE to decline to a given value when more particles are
considered. Thus, LS starts later, and the success rate is greater.
The test results agree with this trend. In addition, the median
values at different parameter β vary slightly for each algorithm
(Table V). In closing, no obvious difference is observed, and
the proposed algorithm is insensitive to θ and β.

Furthermore, the results of CLPSO-LS at different param-
eters are all superior to that of CLPSO. To sum up, the
performance of CLPSO-LS is excellent and robust. We suggest
that [0.93, 0.98] and [0.2, 0.5] are recommended for θ and β,
respectively. In this paper, we let θ = 0.95 and β = 1/3.

To explore the effect of an initialization range on the algo-
rithm performance, numerical experiments for CLPSO and
CLPSO-LS with a biased initialization range are carried out.
Table VI presents the specific biased initialization range [28].
The results are given in Table VII. By comparing with the
results in Table I, it shows that CLPSO and CLPSO-LS are
insensitive to the initialization range and the performance of
CLPSO-LS is better than that of CLPSO. This is consistent
with the conclusion that CLPSO is robust to initialization [28].

C. Comparison With Other PSO Variants

In order to further evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithm, ten state-of-the-art PSO variants are selected
for comparison. Specifically, they are ELPSO [46], DMS-
L-PSO [34], DNLPSO [29], HCLPSO [30], SRPSO [47],
DMeSR-PSO [23], UPSO [48], FIPS [49], FDR-PSO [50],
and CPSO-H [51]. DMS-L-PSO is a dynamic multiswarm
PSO with LS, whose LS starting strategy is fixed and
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TABLE VI
BIASED INITIALIZATION RANGE FOR SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE OF CLPSO AND CLPSO-LS WITH BIASED

INITIALIZATION RANGE

predetermined, which is different from our adaptive LS
starting strategy. DNLPSO and HCLPSO are improved based
on CLPSO.

The mean and standard deviation values of ten PSO
variants on 30-D tested functions are presented in Table VIII.
The tested results of 10-D problems are listed in Table D
in supplementary material. Table IX displays the mean and
standard deviation values of the CEC2013 benchmark for the
special session of multimodal function optimization. It can
be seen that the proposed algorithm performs basically much
better than other algorithms. The standard deviation indicates
that theirs are consistently smaller than those of comparison
PSO variants. It means that the performance of CLPSO-LS
is more robust.

Furthermore, the ranking analysis results based on the mean
values of PSO variants are presented to understand our con-
clusions intuitively. CLBFGS is top ranked and is superior
to its peers. CLN-M is ranked the second. DMS-L-PSO and

Fig. 5. Convergence curve of different PSO variants for 10-D F5.

Fig. 6. Convergence curve of CLBFGS with error bar for 10-D F5.

HCLPSO are next, which are better than CLPSO. From the
results in Table X and Table E in the supplementary material,
it is worth noting that the rankings of our proposed algo-
rithms are relatively better than other PSO variants for most
multimodal functions, implying that our adaptive LS start-
ing strategy outperforms canonical PSO algorithms for these
benchmark problems. This demonstrates the effectiveness of
the CLPSO-LS in providing robust performance.

The Wilcoxon rank sum test is performed on the ranking
between CLPSO-LS and other PSO variants to analyze their
statistical significance. In Table F in the supplementary mate-
rial, h value equaling 1 means that CLBFGS is significantly
better than the compared algorithm with 95% confidence. This
can also be seen from the p value. The p value less than
0.05 means that the compared algorithm significantly differs
from CLBFGS.

The results show that CLBFGS and CLN-M are both signif-
icantly better than all compared PSO variants, as shown in
Table X and Tables F and G in the supplementary material.

Convergence curve intuitively shows an evolution process of
the best solution over iterations. Because of the similarity, we
select the evolution curve of 10-D F5 only as a representative
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TABLE VIII
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF 30-D MULTIMODAL FUNCTIONS OF PSO VARIANTS

to demonstrate the features of different algorithms (Fig. 5).
The convergence curve of CLBFGS with error bars is shown
in Fig. 6. Since CLPSO-LS is an improved CLPSO based on
the adaptive LS starting strategy, it is not redundant to make
a deep comparison between it and two other improved CLPSO
algorithms, i.e., DNLPSO and HCLPSO, and the comparison
between it and LS-based PSO, i.e., DMS-L-PSO.

Two different subgroups are employed in HCLPSO and they
are responsible for the exploration and exploitation separately,
aiming at balancing the abilities of LS and global exploration.
However, its global ability is weaker than that of CLPSO-
LS. Because only particles in one subgroup are utilized to
explore global regions in HCLPSO, while all particles are used
for global search in CLPSO-LS. Furthermore, the LS ability
of traditional LS method introduced in CLPSO-LS is stronger

than that of HCLPSO. As a result, the performance of CLPSO-
LS is much better than that of HCLPSO, which can be seen
from the evolution curve in Fig. 5. To improve the local search
ability of CLPSO, the gbest information that has been removed
from the velocity update formula of CLPSO is still employed
in DNLPSO. However, it leads to the loss of the population
diversity. Therefore, DNLPSO visibly falls behind CLPSO and
our proposed algorithms in its later iterations as shown in
Fig. 5.

DMS-L-PSO starts LS in its early iterations, so its local con-
vergence is stronger at the beginning. However, lots of early
started LSs not only occupy the computation resources of the
PSO global exploration, but also increase the risk of trapping
into local minima. Thus, the overall performance of DMS-L-
PSO is weakened. However, an adaptive LS starting strategy
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TABLE IX
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF CEC2013 BENCHMARK FUNCTIONS OF PSO VARIANTS

is employed in our proposed algorithm, and it triggers the LS
only after GOB is found. Therefore, the strong global ability
of CLPSO is maintained and the advantages of LS are fully

utilized. To sum up, the proposed algorithms represented by
the CLBFGS and CLN-M are superior to other compared PSO
variants.
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TABLE X
RANK OF PSO VARIANTS BASED ON THE MEAN VALUES OF TESTED MULTIMODAL FUNCTIONS

VI. CONCLUSION

A new variant of PSO, CLPSO-LS, is proposed in this
paper. It takes advantages of the fast convergence feature of
traditional LS and CLPSO’s strong global search ability. The
proposed adaptive LS starting strategy effectively addresses
the key issue of finding out the proper time to start LS as
optimization proceeds. A rapid decline of quasi-entropy cal-
culated from the fitness of pbest indicates the beginning of
a sharp decrease of population diversity. It helps us judge
whether a good number of particles have entered the GOB,
which is a sign of the end of global exploration as well as the
start of local exploitation. The proposed quasi-entropy is used
to determine the best LS start time in CLPSO-LS.

Two canonical LS methods are applied in CLPSO-
LS. Experiments on 10-D and 30-D problems of multimodal
benchmark functions, as well as the CEC2013 benchmark
for the special session of multimodal function optimization
are carried out to test their performance. The statistical
results indicate that CLPSO-LS performs drastically better
than CLPSO, which means that the traditional LS methods
can greatly improve the local convergence rate of CLPSO after
adopting our proposed adaptive LS starting strategy.

Parameter sensitivity analysis is conducted to figure out
the influence of two newly introduced parameters on the
performance of our proposed algorithm. The results indicate
that it is insensitive to them. Comparative experiments with ten
state-of-the-art PSO variants are carried out to further validate
its superiority.

We will apply this hybrid strategy to a combination of other
LS methods and other advanced PSO algorithms in our future
research. The simulated annealing method may be a good LS
candidate, especially for the extreme complex functions, due
to its global search ability.
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